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To get the best from this book you will need to think:

‘If I am not there
how will you know

what I want?’
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This book is about abuse.

We have written it to help everyone
know more about abuse and what
should happen if someone has been
abused.

It was written by us at the Hampshire
Safeguarding Adults Service User
Forum after we talked to lots of people.

The Forum began in 2008 and we tell
professionals what service users think
about abuse.

We have also made a DVD and we help
train professionals about what is
important to us regarding abuse.

What this booklet is about
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Good services support people to do the
things they want to do in life.

We all want to do different things so
services need to support us differently.

We only work well together when we
believe we need each other to get the
things we want.

We think this is important and say
‘It’s not what you do but the way that
you do it.’
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Everyone who might be abused
should be:

 ● respected

 ● heard

 ● believed and taken seriously

 ● supported

1. Our Charter or the Things we Believe
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 ● helped to have choice and control

 ● able to get support that is right for
 us and our culture

 ● included in talks and meetings

 ● given information we can
 understand
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 ● given help or advocacy when and
 where it is needed

 ● know what will happen if we
 report it

 ● helped by the law

 ● given the right support if we have
 been abused
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 ● given help to learn to look after
  myself

 ● supported by people who follow
  and know about the law

 ● helped to get over abuse.
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Abuse is when someone hurts you in
some way.  But not everyone knows
that there are lots of different types of
abuse.

Sometimes people do not know that
abuse has happened.

We need to help people to stop abuse.

We know that abuse can happen to
anyone.

2. What we know about abuse
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We do not like some of the words that
are used about abuse.

We do not like ‘safeguarding adults’, it
is confusing and we want professionals
to explain what they mean.

We do not like ‘vulnerable adults’ when
they talk about adults who might be at
risk. This might mean people treat us
differently and not as equals.

We know that not everyone can always
decide everything for themselves or
take risks.

Some people need the help of their
families and workers to help them
make decisions for them.

Professionals have a big part to play in
finding and stopping abuse but they
do not always know what to do.
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Doctors and nurses also need to know
more about abuse.  They need to know
what can help us.

Abuse can happen when you are out
and about.  We think people should
know that this goes on.

We think there should be local places
to go to where people feel safe and can
talk about abuse.

Housing groups and homes should
have support groups for the people
who live there.  They should help us to
stop bullying and not being treated
well.
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Adult services are good at helping
people to make choices.

They make sure that services keep us
safe and can put us in touch with
people who can support us if we have
been abused.

Some types of abuse are crimes.
We want the police to make sure that:

 ● everyone has the same service

 ● they help people at risk to tell
 them about abuse

 ● they look into all crimes against
 people at risk.
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Here are some of the ways we can stop
abuse:

 ● teach more about abuse in schools
 and other meetings

 ● have rules for involving service
 users

 ● give everyone a ‘Keep Safe’ book
 and ‘How to Complain’ book

 ● give equal rights training

3. What we can do to stop abuse
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 ● train all staff in person centred
  ways

 ● train all staff and volunteers about
  what abuse is

 ● make sure that service users are
  giving the training

 ● learn from people who have been
  abused

 ● ask questions about abuse

 ● make sure people can get an
 advocate
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 ● get service users to help interview
 new staff

 ● use the rules for when workers
 have done things wrong to help
 stop abuse

 ● have ‘keep safe’ plans everywhere

 ● make it easier for people to say
 when they think something is
 wrong
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 ● make it easier for people to tell the
  police

 ● have rules about respect and
  choice for workers to follow

 ● have people from outside check
  that everyone is following these
  rules

 ● make sure everyone is sharing
  information

 ● use person centred support plans
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 ● have more police on the street

 ● make sure that the police catch
  more abusers

 ● make sure abusers get into trouble
  with the police and are punished.
  This will show people that abuse is
  wrong

 ● have trained workers that can help
  people who cannot look after
  themselves
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 ● make sure all services have
  information about what they are
  doing to keep people safe

 ● give service users a book about
 abuse

 ● make sure this information is
 available everywhere.
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Making Connections 2010

4. Who to tell

Support Worker

Social
Worker

    Police
Health
Staff

Advocate

24hr Helpline

Trading Standards

Family

Someone that you
can trusta friend Housing Staff

Support Worker

Bank
Who to tell?
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This is what we want:

   to be called by our names

   help to understand what abuse
   is and how to protect ourselves

   to be taken seriously

5. What is important to us
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   help with educating and
   supporting our communities
   about abuse

   accessible information about
   abuse

   to be able to tell people we trust

   to feel safe where we live
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   support to help with important
   decisions

   involve people who can help us

   to have things explained to us
   and to be involved in deciding
   how best to be involved

   one person to talk to and tell
   them about our worries of abuse
   (not the Contact Centre)

   a single point of contact to
   report and discuss our concerns
   about abuse (not the Contact
   Centre)

   to be listened to, believed and
   have our views respected
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   to understand what you can
   keep confidential and what you
   need to share

   to be fully involved from the
   start

   to take part in a range of
   different ways

   people to do what they say they
   are going to do
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   be able to talk to people who
   understand abuse, can listen to
   us, support us and act in our
   best interests if needed

   to be told about the policies and
   procedures to help us
   understand what your role is and
   what you can and cannot do

   help to understand what might
   happen sometimes and chances
   to talk about the options and
   choices available

   bring everyone together so that
   we can all have a better
   understanding of the risks
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   to learn from our experiences
   and to help others

   to be able to share success
   stories

   understand that what may be
   frightening to one person may
   not be frightening to others

   discretion – keep what we tell
   you private

   take action straightaway to
   keep us safe
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   support to maintain a
   relationship if wanted

   challenge the police, legal
   system and other agencies when
   they do not do things

   support through legal process

   more support and
   understanding if it is taken to
   court

   to put us in touch with those
   who can help us
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   focus on us not just on catching
   the people who have done
   wrong

   practical advice

   to see changes

   to be supported in a person
   centred way.
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This is what we do not want:

   to be described as ‘our’ people or
   ‘these’ people

   to be told what to do

   to be told where to live and
   who to live with

   staff to boss us around

   to tell us what to do in our own
   home
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   to make decisions for us

   to have our independence taken
   away

   to listen in on our personal
   conversations

   to be told “don’t be silly”

   to be patronised
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   to have reports written about us,
   without us

   to have meetings without us

   to be made to do things we
   do not understand

   to be threatened or punished for
   speaking out

   to be made to feel like we are
   just a number
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   made to feel we are a nuisance

   pity

   do not want things happening
   behind our backs

   do not go over the top with
   actions. For example, call the
   police without talking to us first.
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6. Voices into Action

‘We want a 24 hour helpline to call
with people who have been trained to

listen to us, take us seriously and
know what to do’

‘Outcomes seemed to be in
the best interests of the care
home... or the hospital, or the

local authority’

‘We got lost in the
process’

‘The
meetings are too

focused on professionals
not on us’
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‘We need access to
the criminal justice

system’

‘We have to tell our story to
so many different people’

‘Listen to us’‘We get told we don’t
meet your eligibility

criteria’

‘Lots of stress and worry
and then it came to

nothing’
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‘Care
Managers have to work

to timescales and sometimes
we need more time to make

decisions’

‘People
with dementia must be

empowered to express a view about
their Services and more must be done to

take the fear out of telling someone
about abuse’

‘Make
information easy to

read and available to
everyone’

‘We need places in our
communities to go to so we can tell
people about our experiences and
people who understand what we

might need’
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‘I would need more
support if I was going to

report my own family’

‘We
want to be able to

report our concerns in
confidence’

‘Being
ignored, side lined,

passed from pillar to post by
squabbling public body officers

is just another form of
abuse’

‘We
agreed that we must

be the ones to agree on
decisions about our

lives’

‘We
need open forums

and websites for service
users’
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‘Is
there a place to

report abuse within the
NHS?’

‘When are the
views of the patient to

be heard?’

‘We
want abusers punished

by courts or through the
workplace’

‘Having my own
budget is too confusing,
make it easier for me’
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‘Let the police know how we
need to be talked to. Give

them help to help us’

‘We
don’t always want to

go to the police station to
be interviewed’

‘I
want to be in

control and decide
what to do next’

‘Care
Managers are always

very busy and do not have
enough time to give us’
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We think that sometimes
professionals do not want to involve
us or find it difficult to involve us.

Here are some of the possible
reasons:

 ● we might not understand

 ● we might get upset

 ● you want to talk about things in
  private

7. Equal Partners
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 ● staff are not able to support us at
  the meeting

 ● the Police will want to talk about
  things and will not want us to be
  there

 ● professionals may not feel able to
  share in front of us

 ● we do not know what is best for
  ourselves

 ● we may find it too confusing
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 ● we may not want to hear the truth

 ● workers have too much paperwork
  to do and not enough time to
  support us

 ● there is not enough support, for
  example, advocacy

 ● thinking too much about the
  procedures and timescales.
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To make sure people are included
equally in safeguarding some things
that need to change:

 ● all adults need to be involved in
  making decisions

 ● use different words to explain and
  talk to us, for example easier words
  and pictures

 ● look at outcomes not how we got
  there

 ● measure how well things have
  gone by outcomes not numbers

 ● have more chances for face to face
  meetings
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 ● challenge the way professionals
  and organisations think

 ● work in partnership with us not
  just consult with us

 ● make plans and rules with us not
  without us

 ● make sure there is time and
  resources to support us to take
  part. Resources are things like
  money.
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We talked about what would help us if
we had been abused.

This is something very personal and
can be different for each person, but
we agreed that some things were
important to a lot of us.

8. Making a difference

To be told that it won’t
happen again

Staff who
treat me with

respect

Better
trained

staff
To learn how to be more
assertive and confident

Independent advocacy

To be safe in my
own home

Help us to solve the
problem

The person
sacked from

their job

Tell us how to
complain and
support us in

doing so

To always act in my
best interest if I
cannot make a

decision

Ask us what
we think about

the support
you gave us

Making Connections 2010

Share your
records with

us

Don’t use unsafe services

Support us to make our
own decisions

Support us to protect
ourselves next time

For the person to
go to court

Making a
Difference
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Access to legal
advice

Don’t
label me

To be kept
informed at

all times

Carers to receive
better support and

services

A website to
find out about
keeping safe

To get the best
healthcare

Victim
support

Access to
therapy

Challenge ‘bad’
attitudes of staff

Police to
prosecute

Making Connections 2010

increase
staffing levels

better staff
training

Safer streets and
neighbourhoods

Making a
Difference
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Abuse      abuse is when someone hurts you
      in some way.  It can happen in lots of
      ways.

Professionals    people who help service users. They
      may be paid or not.

Safeguarding adults   is work which helps service users
      keep independent and supports
      rights and choices.  It keeps service
      users from harm.

Service users    adults who use health and social care
      services.

Words used in this book and what they mean
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